10 secrets how to
compete with online
Roulette using a
system

hello!
I am Petr Kulhanek (est. 1979)
15+ years of online roulette experience
Master’s degree in Statistics, Probabilities and Econometric
modeling (University of Life Sciences in Prague)
Development of own statistical app for roulette (VRS app)
40+ roulette systems
10+ years of development
Creator of unique roulette patterns’ system called VRSEDGE (base
on statistical calculations and Law of Average)

Webinar summary:
1. Secret – Free or paid roulette
systems on Internet

2. Secret – Facts and Myths
about roulette

3. Secret – Play online roulette

4. Secret – Get your psychology
ready for success in roulette

5. Secret – Always use a
system
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management
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know about your system

8. Secret – What you must
overcome to find successful
roulette system

9. Secret - You don’t need a
special APP to play a system
on online roulette

10. Secret - How do i aproach
the roulette

Questions & Answers

Two minutes deep-dive into my roulette story
(since 2002)
Billy Winton system +
Wave effect
Zig Zag dominance
and No repeat
systems
Fibonacci Advantage
Skipping Technique
system + own app
Betting on dozens
and columns with
progression

Not in profit times
2002

HGF Ratio system

Delta numbers,
NICHE, Leading lines
and Clusters systems

VRS systems
+
Money
management

Martingale, AntiMartingale,
Labouchere …

Constantly in profit
Development of Vision-R Roulette systems application

Today

1.

secret

1,000+

There are a lot of free or paid
roulette systems on Internet

Maybe 0,5%
of these systems has a long-term value

Don’t believe in miracles
Test, evaluate, calculate, set up fix system and money
management rules

2.

Facts and Myths about roulette
(part 1)

secret
Myths
I will always loose on roulette because
online Casino will manipulate numbers.

Facts
No, but be careful which roulette site you
choose. (e.g. 10+ years proved casino by
me is Casino Club)

I can use Martingale system on RED and
BLACK with progression and big bankroll.

No, never play this type of progression. It is
not a system, you will always loose.

Online Casino will always find out that i use
system and block my account or change
numbers.

No, using a systems is allowed. But again
carefully choose your roulette site.

Is possible to reach interesting semipassive income playing roulette?

Yes, it is. (using always system and MM
rules)

2.

Facts and Myths about roulette
(part 2)

secret
Zero has to
come!
Already 60
spins didn’t
hit.

I will bet big
on third
column, 5
spins didn’t
hit.
No. 20 has to
hit. I will bet
all on that
and will be
rich.

It is biased
roulette.
Every
number hits
except my
no. 8.

I knew that 7
will hit. Why
didn’t i bet?!

3.

secret

Play only ONLINE roulette
You can use computer and any analytical software
Numbers are generated very fast ( a few seconds), no timer
You can stop playing at anytime and withdraw profit
You are in VIP section, if you play actively, with a lot of bonuses
You can play at more online Casinos at the same time
You can eat, drink and wear anything 

4.

secret

Get your psychology ready
for success in Roulette – part 1
Is your psychology the most
important thing? … YES

You have to be 100% fully focused
on roulette session and numbers’
patterns
If you don’t have enough time and
cannot focus, don’t start roulette
session

4.

secret

Get your psychology ready
for success in Roulette – part 2
My one real life roulette system psychology
failure – please DON’T REPEAT!
•
•

•
•
•

System says, stop progression after 10 not
successful spins
But brain says, a few more spins, it has to hit, and
on top i will bet more then i should … i see $$$
coming
Next 20 spins no success … i will bet maximum, i
don’t care anymore
And brain will start calculating how much i can
additionally deposit from my bank account to
Casino
NEVER DO THAT! FOLLOW YOUR SYSTEM’S RULES.

5.

secret

Always use a system
Answer thrustfully these questions for yourself:
When will you start betting? A: System defines
Which numbers, dozens, columns, streets … ? A: System
defines
How much will you bet? A: System defines
What about progression, use it or not? A: System defines
How big is your bankroll, is it sufficient? A: System defines
Any stoploss and profit target defined? A: Yes
Was system properly and enough tested? Any equity
curve fitting possible? A: Set up a test criterias
…

6.

secret

Money management
Maybe it is boring topic, but without it, forget
the success.
How much should i bet on one roulette’s spin?
A: Base on system’s test results
How much could be maximal drawdown of my
bankroll in one session?
A: Base on system’s test results
What Risk Reward Ratio should i achieve during
tests to go live?
A: Statistical and probability tests define
How much can I expect to earn per week, month,
year? … A: Base on system’s test results

7.

secret

What you should know about your system
1)
2)
3)
4)

5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Average profit for a progression (e.g. 14 spins, 3
numbers -> 13$ average profit)
Max. drawdown (your system always wins but has DD
10000$ and bet on one number 1000$)
Base bet and Max. bet on one number
Number of progression levels (and what to do, if e.g. 3
levels of progression are not successful)
Primary and secondary bankroll
Stoploss amount ( from 1000$, down to 600$, STOP)
Profit target amount (if 1000$ profit, withdraw 500$)
How to compete with “Variance from average”
How to deal with “One degree of Freedom”

8.

secret

What you must overcome to find successful
roulette system – part 1
Casino has “House edge” = 2,7% (French, European)
- because we receive 36 units back, but roulette has 37
numbers (1/37 * 100 = 2,7% )
- but it is beatable with good quality progression
Variance from average = apprx. 13% extreme fluctuations
- time to time there is a freaky, not expected sequence
of numbers (yes, I saw 14times RED in the row, 1 column
did not hit 25 spins etc.)
- to compete with RNG fluctuations from 2-3 sigma
Gauss curve distribution we need to use: properly
tested system, own strong psychology, money
management and a bit of luck 

8.

secret

What you must overcome to find successful
roulette system – part 2
Difference between Probability and Expectation of win:
Probability of win = will theoretically never reach 100%
e.g. I bet on 4 numbers, what is my probability of at least
one win in several spins:
1 Spin = 11% (1-(33/37))
2 Spins = 20% (1-(33/37)2) …
Expectation of win = every spin our expectation increases
and will exceed 100% at the certain point of time
e.g. I bet again on 4 numbers
1 Spin = 11% (4/37)
2 Spins = 22% (2x4/37) …
Summary: You have to find ideal balance between length
of progression and probability & expectation win

9.

secret

You don’t need a special APP to play a
system on online roulette
Your system wo/ APP should follow the rules:
Easy to play and easy applicable (I bet 15 times on 3
numbers)
Doesn't require complicated prerequisite conditions
(waiting for 250 spins non hitting pattern)
Uses acceptable and easy to calculate progression bets
( e.g. 3 numbers don’t need a bet increase 11 spins)
Has high success rate towards the risk (you don’t play 80
spins progression to win 2$)

10.

secret

How do i approach the rulette
I use my own APP called VRS for statistical and
probability calculations and systems’ testing (now
developing 2nd generation of VRS App)
I use strict Money management including bankroll size,
StopLoss, ProfitTarget, Avg profit, Progression sizing, …
I play only in proved online casinos, mostly Casino Club
(instant and fast withdrawals, VIP bonuses, perfect
support)
I approach the rulette the similar way like Stock and
Commodity Markets -> following my own rules !

Next 9 games were quick and
easy win.
(I used VRSEDGE system)

One of my LIVE
roulette sessions

I had a bit tough one, 81 spins
game, I left the table with
acceptable minus following my
rule “One degree of Freedom”!

“

We’ve just scratched the surface
of the roulette systems’
development.
At my 2nd Webinar, I will teach
you “5 Steps How to build robust
and reliable roulette system,
forever!”

Questions & Answers

Are you sure to end up with the profit every
roulette session?
No, and i can say, that sometimes i finish
the roulette session with minus. Important
is that the minus is reasonable and
acceptable.
I stick to my rules and come
back next day to see how it will go. Most of
the time i cover my minus and increase
the bankroll next day.

Is there a luck factor when you play
roulette systems?
Yes. But it is possible to push “luck” in your
favor by using predetermined Money
management, probability and statistical
odds calculations, sticking to roulette
systems’ rules at all times, determining
Stoploss, Profit target, Base bet, Bankroll ...

Questions & Answers

Which type of roulette do you recommend
to play?
French roulette, because of lower House
edge (2,7%) comparing to American (5,3%)
roulette
Is there any roulette system which can
always win or guarantee certain profit?
No, nobody can exactly predict when a
certain sequence of numbers might
appear

How many test random spins could confirm
any system edge?
The number can vary. From my statistical
poinf of view, i test all systems on
minimum 500 000 spins to see any
possible potential of the system.
But be aware that there is not 100%
successful system and will never be.

Questions & Answers
Can you help us with some probability examples?
Yes , we can call it “Sequential probability”
French roulette: 37 numbers and possible outcomes
Decide how many numbers you want to play: often i play 4 numbers
Decide how many spins you want to bet on numbers: let’s say 8 spins
1.Step
37 – 4 = 33
2. Step
33/37 = 0,89
3. Step
0,898 * 100 = 40% (it says that we have 40% chance, that our 4 numbers will not hit within 8
spins)
In other words, we have 60% chance to win in 8 spins with 4 numbers.

Questions & Answers
Can you give us examples of systems, which you tried and did not work for you?
Yes , it is my pleasure to share this experience.
Example 1:
Bet on 1 number, if it did not appear 250 spins, 80 spins progression
✘ often successful but you have to wait long time that 1 number didn’t appear 250 spins
✘ you have to use tracking App for all numbers and enter every spin
✘ i tested 12 times 40000 random spins, and even in this example, 1 number in average
didn’t appear 416 spins, so even with 80 spins progression, you will lose, and i did 
Example 2:
Bet on 2 columns if they didn’t hit in last 2 spins
✘ i was betting 1st and 2nd column with progression and 3rd column came 10 times in a row

Questions & Answers
Can you give us examples of systems, which you tried and did not work for you?
Yes , it is my pleasure to share this experience.
Example 3:
Bet on 1 column, if it didn’t come 10 times in a row with progression
✘ i was betting on 2nd column and it didn’t show up 22 spins in a row, i lost whole bankroll,
the last number of this crazy sequence was 0 
Example 4:
Force zero system, bet on 0 if 25 spins didn’t come and put bets on Red & Black to force 0
✘ even from the name it is nonsence system, but long time ago, not using any statistics
and probability calculations, it was looking interesting
✘ BTW this system i found on internet and they said that betting on Red&Black will force 0
to come, OMG such a nonsence
✘ of course, 0 did not come in 126 spins and i lost

thanks and be welcome!
My web page: www.rouletteforliving.com
Direct contact: shareschoice@gmail.com
YouTube channel: VRSEDGE
Blog: vrsedge.wordpress.com

Udemy webinars: 10 Secrets how to compete with online roulette using
a system
5 Steps how to build robust and reliable roulette system, forever!

